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Eleven categories (open doors) of the Victim/Predator Spirit
1. BOUNDARIES
Victim:

No boundaries at all. Attracts abuse.

Neutral:

Moderate boundaries in place and person is able to defend those boundaries.

Dominion:

Strong boundaries and authority. Can bring boundaries to others by their presence. Other
people don’t intrude on this person.

Predator:

Attracted to those they can victimize. Violates personal boundaries. Abuses.

2. PASSIVITY
Victim:

Voluntary enabler through serving others. Allows others to victimize them.

Neutral:

Able to serve without enabling. Free to say no, even to things that are good.

Dominion:

Knows who they are, what they are called to, and have a strategy in place to achieve it. Will
empower others, is free of guilt, and has strong discernment.

Predator:

Will surround themselves with passive enabling people. Can’t work with others with a
predator spirit without a power struggle.

3. ABUSE
Victim:

Suffers all types of abuse (verbal, physical, sexual, emotion, spiritual) They can often protect
the perpetrators.

Neutral:

Can reject and resist abuse from others.

Dominion:

Expects protection from others and can protect others. Expect to receive honor and
provision.

Predator:

Abuses others using condemnation, domination, manipulation, and control.

4. DECEPTION
Victim:

Is unaware of any other way to live. Believes abuse is normal. Justifies deception
theologically because of the abuse. Believe they owe a lot to others.

Neutral:

Recognizes deception in other’s lives; acknowledges what’s happening is wrong and there is
a better way of living.

Dominion:

Freely receives the gifts that come from God. Know they have a right to receive from God –
honor, provision, and protection.

Predator:

Believes they are doing God’s will, justifying actions, cloaking them in a guise of ‘helping’
others. Uses misquotes and twisted communications.

5. DISHONOR
Victim:

Wears a sign that says ‘abuse me or ‘dishonor me’.

Neutral:

Doesn’t abuse or dishonor themselves and doesn’t tolerate dishonor from others.

Dominion:

Honor naturally flows to you in an appropriate manner. Doesn’t strive for honor.

Predator:

Identifies and targets victims to dishonor and undermine. Predators sow doubts.

6. MINISTRY
Victim:

Can’t minister themselves, believes they can’t minister, and they shouldn’t minister because
they are ineffective in ministry.

Neutral:

Realizes they can minister within their gifting.

Dominion:

Has a passion for ministry. Sees fruit and asks God for more. Holy discernment motivates
them to have more of God to give away to the wounded around them. Has a holy greed for
more from God to give away.

Predator:

Elevates self in ministry, undermines other’s ministry and authority. Gifting is distorted by
self-centered motives and not submitted to the Holy Spirit.

7. VALUES
Victim:

Doesn’t trust, doesn’t feel, and doesn’t talk.

Neutral:

Able to trust and have relationships.

Dominion:

Able to change and influence others values, skilled at communicating values, helps others to
move from victim to dominion.

Predator:

Dominates, wears a false façade of trust, controlled emotions, true values are hidden.

Victim:

No joy and no hope of joy. Content to have no joy.

Neutral:

Some joy at times, unable to sustain joy when under pressure.

Dominion:

Leaves a trail of the Glory of God behind everywhere they go. Full of the joy of the Lord,
excited in God, infectious.

Predator:

Stifles God’s joy, believes religion is serious, does not enter into or value true worship.

8. JOY

9. POTENTIAL
Victim:

Enables the predator, they exist to serve the predator, and the have no life of their own.

Neutral:

Acknowledges they are an individual with certain rights and abilities. They know they have
hopes and dreams within.

Dominion:

Knows God’s design for their life, recognizes strengths and anointing, and uses them in
ministry. Knows God’s call.

Predator:

Dominates and controls, stifles others potential, and does not release others potential.

10. POWER
Victim:

Helpless to change circumstances.

Neutral:

Realizes that with the power of God they can be free.

Dominion:

Are free and bring freedom to others. Others leaders seek them out for their authority and
anointing to help them.

Predator:

Motivated by power and high position. Seeks to discredit those with Godly influence.

11. CURSES AND BLESSINGS
Victim:
Operates under curses, generational curses.
Neutral:

Able to break free of generational curses.

Dominion:

Able to bless, words are empowered by the blessings of God. They bring life to others. God
gives them ability to bless others. That is walking in dominion over the victim spirit.

Predator:

Curses others, judges harshly, slow to repent and forgive.

